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              Founder Rhea Goswami Speaks at the Fifth Annual Bloomberg American Health Summit

              Rhea spoke with her personal hero Dr. Robert Bullard to hundreds of public health professionals about the importance of the intergenerational fight for environmental justice and how public health professionals can uplift youth. 

              Watch Her Speak
            

          

        


        
          
            
              Co-Founders Rhea and Natasha Speak at the 2022 APHA Conference in Boston, MA

              Rhea and Natasha spoke to public health professionals about the importance of educating youth about climate change and how they can play a role in empowering youth. 

            

          

        


        
          
            
              Co-Founders of EJC Awarded the 2022 NOW Youth Leadership Award

              The Environmental Justice Coalition's co-founders Rhea Goswami and Natasha Matta were named the 2022 NOW Youth Leadership Award by the Children's Environmental Health Network. 

              Watch Us on the Awards Panel
            

          

        


        
          
            
              EJC Named One of the Finalists for the 2022 Civvys Awards (Local Category)

              The Environmental Justice Coalition was named as a finalist for the 2022 Civvys Award in the Local Category by the Bridge Alliance. The national awards program is dedicated to celebrating projects that emphasize working together across divides to strengthen communities and empower citizens. 

            

          

        


        
          
            
              Check Out Our New Podcast - A Cup of EJ 

              We launched our podcast, which focuses on having conversations with various people involved in the environmental justice and climate change movement and sharing their perspectives in the time it takes to drink a cup of coffee or tea.

              Listen Here
            

          

        


        
          
            
              Check Out Our Feature on MCH Bridges

              The Environmental Justice Coalition's co-founder Rhea Goswami was featured on AMCHP's podcast MCH Bridges to talk about her experiences being a youth advocate for environmental justice and the steps we can all take to protect our children from environmental hazards.

              Listen Here
            

          

        


        
        
          
            
              Check Out Our First Op-Ed: The EPA needs to be doing more beyond the American Rescue Plan to protect American communities

              The Environmental Justice Coalition's co-founder Rhea Goswami wrote an op-ed about the American Rescue Plan and long-term solutions the EPA should work towards in collaboration with the University of Berkeley's Perennial Journal.

              Read More
            

          

        


        
          
            
              Check Us Out On a Climate Change Panel: Children's Environmental Health Day 2021

              The Environmental Justice Coalition's co-founder Rhea Goswami was asked to speak about her experience being a youth advocate in the environmental justice sphere and how the youth are the key to making impactful changes on our environment. 

              Watch Now
            

          

        


        
        
          
            
              Environmental Justice Coalition

              Mobilize youth in the fight for environmental justice, bring a lens of intersectionality to the field, and uplift marginalized communities most impacted by environmental racism and injustices.

              Join Here
            

          

        


        
        

      


      
        
      

      
        
      

    

  

  
    
    
      

        
          
            Our Mission

            The Environmental Justice Coalition is the first grassroots, youth-led movement mobilizing the next generation of activists in the fight for intersectional environmental justice and uplifting BIPOC and marginalized communities through political advocacy, policy development, community organizing, educational initiatives, and content creation. We are creating a pipeline for future environmental justice activists, climate scientists, sustainable policymakers, and empathetic leaders. 
            

          

           
        


      

    

    
    
      

        
          
            
              

              Policy

              Researching leading environmental justice issues, connecting with key stakeholders, and crafting original policy solutions focused on sustainability and equity.

              
            

          

          
            
              

              Advocacy

              Fighting for the implementation of original policies and relevant environmental justice legislation through town halls, phone, email, and text banks, and meetings with legislators.

            

          

          
            
              

              Education

              Developing a comprehensive curriculum on environmental justice, covering topics such as environmental racism, air pollution, and food insecurity. 

            

          

          
            
              

              Media

              Raising awareness about news and topics in environmental justice through social media, community outreach, and our publication. 

            

          

        


      

    



  

    
      
        Our Vision

         We envision a future in which there is fair and equal treatment, equitable distribution of resources, and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race, ethnicity, gender identity, sexuality, or income level in the development, implementation, and enforcement of sustainable environmental laws, regulations, and policies on the local, state, and federal level.
        

      

       
    


  



    
    
      

        
          Note From the Founder
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              EJC began with my passion for environmental justice. However, I had noticed a lack of youth invovlement in the movement along with education and awareness of more intersectional issues outside of climate change.
              I asked some of my friends and eventual emeritus co-founder Natasha Matta to help me launch EJC with the goal of mobilizing youth in the fight for environmental justice. EJC would not be where it is today without our dedicated leadership team and mentors who always believe in the work that we do. 
              

              

              2022 was an extremely eventful year for EJC! We were able to work with many amazing partners, start our very own podcast, 
              present our work to esteemed public health professionals at the renowned APHA annual conference and the Bloomberg American Health Summit, connect with youth activists across the nation, 
              and inspire people with our work. In 2023, we hope to hold more in-person events, connect with more communities, educate more youth about environmental justice, and continue to 
              fight for intersectional environmental justice! 
            

            
Sincerely,
            
Rhea Goswami
          

        


      

    

        
    
      

        
          Our Partnerships

          Check out the organizations we have partnered with! For more information, click here.
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          Campaigns

          Scroll through our campaigns and read more about our work and the impact they have had on communities.
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	Public Health
	Climate Action
	Infrastructure
	Energy
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                #BMHMA Campaign

                Policy Toolkit
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                Water Infrastructure For All Campaign

                Policy Toolkit
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                #FSSAA2021 Campaign
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                American Jobs Plan Campaign

                Policy Toolkit
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                Expanding Access to Electric Vehicles Campaign

                Policy Toolkit
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                Science for the Future Campaign

                Policy Toolkit
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                Pursuing Equity in Mental Health Campaign Toolkit
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          Contact

          Connect with us by emailing us!

        


        

          
            
              
                
                Location:

                Based in Greater Washington D.C. - Baltimore Metropolitan Area.

              


              
                
                Email:

                team@environmentaljusticecoalition.org

              


              
            


          


           

        


      

    

  

  
  
    
      Environmental Justice Coalition

      Fighting For Intersectional Environmental Justice. 
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